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Executive summary

Forest, trees and agroforestry are crucial for adaptation to climate change in two ways that make the sector unique. First, forests and trees are already affected by climate change, and their resilience to climate impacts is a prerequisite for forest and ecosystem health and the provision of ecosystem services, including carbon sequestration. Second, forests, trees and agroforestry resources are vital to the livelihoods of forest dependent-people and the adaptation of other sectors, and to rural to urban communities overall, starting with agricultural systems and farming households, from local to continental scale, given the effects of trees and forests on local climate, the water cycle, and the provision of resources, products and ecosystem services, which are vital for many people. This highlight synthesizes the science and the engagement work done by the CGIAR Research Program on Forests, Trees and Agroforestry (FTA) on the adaptation of forests, trees and agroforestry, and on their contribution to the adaptation of people and landscapes. FTA work includes the assessment of the impacts of climate change on forests, trees, and on the people and sectors that depend on them. It also increases the understanding of the roles of forests and trees as providers of ecosystem services, how these roles might be affected by climate change, and how forests and trees contribute to building the resilience of people and landscapes. FTA initiatives also include work on tree genetic resources and how they can be made available to smallholders, and on practices for adaptation and on ecosystem-based adaptation (EbA). This highlight also describes the contribution of FTA to national policies and to global narratives on climate action, including joint mitigation and adaptation approaches and nature-based solutions.
1. Introduction

Trees and forests are a vital part of any global effort to address climate change. Forests have often been mainly considered from a mitigation angle, through reforestation, afforestation and conservation, and through Reducing Emissions from Deforestation and Forest Degradation (REDD+) initiatives. However, forests and trees are already affected by climate change, threatening their capacity to adapt to and mitigate further climate change and to support the adaptation of farming systems, other economic activities and ultimately, of the people who depend on these activities. Therefore, in order for people to continue to benefit from ecosystem services from forests, including the contribution of these services to mitigation, adaptation strategies must also reduce the negative impacts of climate change on forests themselves. These two aspects of adaptation can be summarized as “adaptation for forests” and “forests for adaptation” (Locatelli et al. 2010).

Climate change adaptation and mitigation have comprised one of the five components1 of the CGIAR Research Program on Forests, Trees and Agroforestry (FTA) since it was created in 2011, with clear links with the other

---

1 In the first phase: Component 1: Smallholder production systems and markets; Component 2: Management and conservation of forest and tree resources; Component 3: Landscape management for environmental services, biodiversity conservation and livelihoods; Component 4: Climate change adaptation and mitigation; Component 5: Impacts of trade and investment on forests and people.

In the second phase: Flagship 1 Tree genetic resources to bridge production gaps and promote resilience; Flagship 2 Enhancing how trees and forests contribute to smallholder livelihoods; Flagship 3 Sustainable global value chains and investments for supporting forest conservation and equitable development; Flagship 4 Landscape dynamics, productivity and resilience; Flagship 5 Forests and climate change: Climate change mitigation and adaptation opportunities in forests, trees and agroforestry.
components (CIFOR 2013, 2016). The programme was ahead of the global reflection on climate change action that 10 years ago, especially regarding forests, was still very focused on mitigation. FTA gave equal importance to adaptation, focusing on the links between ecosystems and population vulnerability, and, as a result, on ecosystem-based adaptation (EbA). The proposal for the first phase of FTA (2011–16) noted the need to both mainstream adaptation into forest and tree management, and to mainstream forests and trees into wider adaptation strategies. FTA, since its inception, has also promoted the need to jointly consider mitigation and adaptation, as well as their relationships to other sustainable development objectives. These principles have guided FTA’s research, its support to actors and policymaking, and its contributions to global debates.
FTA research encompasses ecosystems (i.e. the impacts of climate change on forests and trees), social systems (i.e. the vulnerability of local communities to climate change and political or economic change) and their relationships. Emphasis is placed on the interactions between ecological and social systems in order to understand how changes in ecosystems (e.g. due to climate change, land-use change or degradation) may affect people’s vulnerability, and how the consequences of climate change on people may in turn affect ecosystems (e.g. through unsustainable use of forest products for coping with climate-related stress). Analyzing the dynamics of socioecological systems is crucial to the development of effective adaptation strategies that increase the resilience of both ecosystems and social systems.

This highlight synthesizes the work done by FTA on the adaptation of forests, trees and agroforestry to climate change and on their contribution to the adaptation of people and landscapes, covering the numerous areas of research that ground adaptation actions. Section 2 synthesizes FTA research related to impacts of climate change on forests, agroforestry and trees, and the people and communities that depend on them. Section 3 focuses on FTA research on the role of forests and trees for adaptation to climate change. Section 4 gathers FTA research findings and results on adaptation practices, while Section 5 focuses on FTA’s work on some main elements of an enabling environment for adaptation and on how these elements can be combined in national, sectoral or landscape policies, plans and measures. Section 6 shows how FTA is using its research findings and projects’ results to contribute to global narratives and inform climate change negotiations and policy making towards an integrated agenda. Section 7 draws some conclusions and proposals for moving forward.
2. Impacts of climate change

This section covers the work of FTA partners related to observed impacts of climate change on forests and trees, projected impacts from potential future climate on species of interest and on their geographical distribution; and impacts on forest-dependent communities, as studied by vulnerability assessments.

2.1 Impacts of climate change on trees and forest ecosystems

Several FTA studies looked at historic data for specific locations to determine the relationships between the evolution of the climate and that of forests, and to study what changes have occurred in the last decades, covering different types of forests and agroforestry systems in several regions.

FTA scientists reviewed the literature on the impacts of drought in West Africa (Gautier et al. 2016). They reported that remote sensing had shown that annual amount of rainfall was positively correlated with the production of above-ground phytomass. They also noted that species richness decreased in the second half of the 20th century and that during the droughts of the 1970s and 1980s both tree density and plant cover decreased significantly. Non-climatic factors could also explain these trends. There was a consensus on the negative consequences of drought for the regeneration of tree species, but the general impacts of drought on the forest as a whole were still controversial.

Several FTA studies were conducted on threats to mangrove areas, including accelerated sea level rise (SLR) and increase in storm frequency and strength,
and the impacts of these changes on agriculture and coastal development. A study by Ward et al. (2016) reviewed the regional impacts of climate change on mangrove ecosystems. It found that sea level rise (SLR) was likely to influence mangroves in all regions, although local impacts were likely to vary. Changes in the frequency and intensity of storms were likely to have a greater impact in North and Central America, Asia, Australia and East Africa than in West Africa and South America. That review (ibid.) also noted the numerous gaps in geographical knowledge of climate change impacts, with some regions particularly understudied (e.g. Africa and the Middle East). Sasmito et al. (2016) found that many basin and fringe mangroves could cope with a low SLR scenario up to the year 2100, but in a high SLR scenario, estimated that the surface accretion rate could keep pace only up to 2055 in fringe mangroves and up to 2070 in basin mangroves. Mangrove ecosystems may be vulnerable to contemporary SLR in small island locations such as the Caribbean, East Africa and parts of the Indo-Pacific that are dominated by fringe mangroves and where surface elevation change cannot keep pace with even a low SLR scenario.
The evaluation of modifications in coastal communities driven by climate change is an important area for FTA and its partners. For example, Munji et al. (2013) investigated coastal changes in six communities in southwest Cameroon over the period 1965 to 2008. They reported changes, either through inland retreat or seaward shifts. Settlement submergence, house damage, and landscape deformation were the key impacts of flooding. They found that seasonal flooding improved access into the mangrove forests and hence promoted their exploitation for non-timber forest products (NTFPs), fuel wood and mangrove poles. They noted that the area of mangrove forests lost over the period has implications for the forest resource base, ecosystem stability, and livelihoods (Munji et al. 2014).
The development of techniques for studying the relationships between trees and forest change and climate change is also fundamental to the work of FTA. Dendrochronology, which uses tree rings as a tool of retrospective bioindication, allows users to obtain information on the growth rates of trees, past climate conditions, and the dynamics and carbon sequestration rates of natural forest stands (Gebrekirstos et al. 2014). The carbon isotope composition of riparian trees can be used to reconstruct climate variability and assess ecological responses to climate change, as shown for the Volta Region of Ghana (Boakye et al. 2019). The periodicity of tree growth ring formation in seasonally flooded peatlands in Borneo, Indonesia, was studied by Worbes et al. (2017). They were able to show for the first time for Borneo peatlands that the existence of annual growth rings related to seasonal climate conditions. They could also demonstrate the formation of growth rings for trees planted in a non-flooded site. They concluded that the tree species that form annual rings, such as *Horsfieldia crassifolia*, can act as an indicator species, which allows the use of tree rings to estimate wood growth and
carbon sequestration rates. However, species react with different sensitivities to the modulation of flooded and dry periods. Some, like Dyospros evena, form rings during intervals of more than one year. This species specificity must be considered when using tree ring analysis for environmental and climate assessments.

FTA partners also carried out studies on specific tree products, such as Brazil nut (Bertholletia excelsa), which is one of the most important non-timber producing tree species in the Amazon forests. Thomas et al. (2014) studied how the distribution of the species has changed over time and would continue to do so in light of climate change.

FTA partners have contributed to studying the potential impacts of future climate change in a range of ecosystems and human production systems, using mathematical models that calculate the effects of different climate parameters on specific systems.
The changes in ecosystem hydrological services under future climate scenarios, and the impacts on per capita water availability for the main watersheds of Mesoamerica, were assessed by Imbach et al. (2015). They found a general decreasing trend in per capita water availability, with resource availability limitations mostly in the northern part of Central America, and in basins with a high population density (i.e. capital cities). The study updated previous water balance scenarios developed for the region- and watershed-scale indicators of potential stress in resource availability due to climate change.

To evaluate the possible consequences of climate change for local forest ecosystems, Hiltner et al. (2016) used a simulation model to identify the influence of precipitation variability on forest growth dynamics in a dry tropical montane forest in southeast Ethiopia. They found that both biomass and species richness increased with increased mean annual precipitation, with the effects stabilizing over time. Their results emphasize the impacts of the duration and frequency of water limitation on forest structure and growth.

2.2 Projected changes in area suitability and distribution of tree species

Fremout et al. (2020) quantified and compared the effects of future climate change and four current threats (fire, habitat conversion, overgrazing and overexploitation) on the 50 most common tree species of the tropical dry forests of northwestern Peru and southern Ecuador. They found that these species faced considerable threats, with an average of 46% of species’ distribution ranges displaying high or very high vulnerability to at least one of the threats. They also provided an online, user-friendly tool to visualize both the vulnerability maps and the maps that indicated priority restoration and conservation actions.

Several studies modelled the potential impacts of climate change on tree species of interest in a specific area or specific production system. Studies often used a combination of spatial approaches and expert knowledge and resulted in suitability maps.

This was the case in the species-specific spatially explicit approach of Gaisberger et al. (2017), which predicted threats to 16 important food tree species in Burkina Faso. They studied six key threats: overexploitation, overgrazing, fire, cotton production, mining and climate change. They

---

Some of these studies were conducted using the BiodiversityR package that was expanded within FTA (Kindt 2018).
found that all 16 species faced serious threats, and predicted that climate change would be the most prevalent threat in the long term. Their study also proposed that tree populations that grow naturally in areas designated as highly threatened due to climate change should be used as seed sources for ex situ conservation and for planting in areas where suitable habitats are predicted.

The work in Central America by de Sousa et al. (2017) produced current and future suitability maps for 54 tree species that are commonly used for shade in agroforestry systems in the region. These included fruit trees, timber trees and species used to improve soil conditions. They modelled changes in suitability by 2050 under two different scenarios: one with a mean increase in temperature of 1.4°C; and another with a mean increase in temperature of 2.0°C. Their results showed that there would be a decrease in suitability area for 30 species, with losses of more than 30% of the current land area for important species and an increase in suitability for 11 species.

Areas suitable for coffee and cocoa production are going to shift, with consequences for current areas of production. De Sousa et al. (2019) assessed the impacts of climate change in Mesoamerica on habitat suitability for coffee, cocoa and 100 of the most common tree species associated with these crops in plantations. They showed that between 55% and 62% of current areas for coffee production would no longer be suitable by 2050. Cocoa production will probably lose between 13% and 17% of its current distribution range, especially in some lowland areas of 0–300 m above mean sea level (amsl), but cocoa could potentially replace 85% of the vulnerable coffee areas under climate change in moist regions at elevations below 400 m amsl and 53% at elevations between 400 m and 700 m amsl.

Similar efforts were carried out by Ranjitkar et al. (2016a) in Nepal, where they analyzed the current and future suitability of coffee and banana crops for various agroecological zones. They reported that by 2050 climatic conditions would improve for banana cultivation, but worsen for coffee.

In China’s Yunnan Province, Ranjitkar et al. (2016b) projected future changes in distribution for 10 agroforestry tree species of commercial, ethnobotanical and restoration value. Their results showed potential areas of expansion for selected tree species. They suggested that west and southwest Yunnan could be important locations for tea and alder-based agroforestry, with the southern parts of Yunnan important for tea and hog plum (*Spondias mombin*), and that the northern parts of Yunnan could support walnut-based agroforestry options.
Thomas et al. (2014) studied how the distribution of the Brazil nut (*Bertholletia excelsa*) could change in light of climate change. Future climate projections predict a positive future for Brazil nut in the Amazon region. Thomas et al. (2014) also included a number of recommendations to improve the species’ conservation, use and management, both within and outside its current distribution area.
2.3 Increased fire risks

Climate change, especially where it leads to less precipitation or longer dry periods, is increasing the risks of fire, both in frequency and intensity (IPCC 2014a). FTA’s work builds on the rich research of CIFOR on fire-related issues since 1993. Research on fire is particularly extensive in Indonesia, where CIFOR has its headquarters, including through various collaborations with the Indonesian authorities. It also extends to all tropical and equatorial regions, and, with support from the Government of Japan, even to boreal forests. Understanding and addressing the drivers of fire calls for interdisciplinary research across the natural and social sciences (Carmenta et al. 2011).

An important body of FTA research has analyzed the consequences of fires in terms of greenhouse gas emissions (Huijnen et al. 2016; Krisnawati et al. 2015; Gaveau et al. 2014) and air pollution (Marlier et al. 2015). Research on weather conditions and the resulting droughts that are favourable to fires is key to predicting levels of risks (Taufik et al. 2017; Hayasaka 2019; Jadmiko et al. 2017). Even in non-drought conditions higher temperatures play a role (Fernandes et al. 2017). These findings can inform tools for assessing the impacts of climate variability and change on wildfire regimes (Herawati et al. 2015). Weather conditions aggravate the risk of fires spreading and increase the extent of burned areas, but the direct cause of fire is generally linked to human activity, with the highest risk being when drought conditions and human causes are combined (Sloan et al. 2017).

Research on understanding and addressing these human causes has been particularly thorough in Indonesia. Addressing fire risks requires understanding the actors involved and the political economy of fire and its relationships to local interests (Purnomo et al. 2017, 2019). Such work is supported by analysis of perceptions and discourses and how they influence policymaking (Carmenta et al. 2017a, 2017b). Such improved understanding supports the design of public policies for strengthening and scaling up community-based fire prevention and initiatives of private corporations through good governance of palm oil value chains in Indonesia (Purnomo et al. 2018a, b). Through participatory action research, CIFOR researches, facilitates and mainstreams technical options for land improvement and agricultural development without using fire (CIFOR 2019a). These findings have contributed to a shift in Indonesian policies towards programmatic prevention measures to reduce fire risk and fire danger; assessment of their effectiveness and efficiency is ongoing (CIFOR 2019b).
There is also a significant body of FTA work on the human drivers of fire and fire management in the Amazon. Land-cover change interacts with drought severity to change fire regimes in Western Amazonia (Gutiérrez-Vélez 2014). Carmenta et al. (2016) showed that land reserve status had no discernible impact on fire density; fires were less prevalent in sustainable use reserves, but this was because of sparser human settlements and remoteness, rather than because of their status. A study in the eastern Amazon showed that shifting cultivation practices rarely implement the fire management measures required by legislation (Carmenta et al. 2013). On the other hand, management to address the impacts of landowner absenteeism, such as bolstering community fire control efforts in high-risk areas, could help minimize the size of fires when they do occur (Schwartz et al. 2015). Lessons learned from the experience of Indonesia in peatlands can support decision making in other countries; for instance, for Peruvian peatlands (Lilleskov et al. 2019).

The increase of fires emphasizes the critical importance of considering fire in REDD+ programmes (Barlow et al. 2012). The importance of including fire prevention and management as part of adaptation actions in order to preserve the mitigation potential of forests has led the Thematic Working Group (TWG) on Agriculture, Food Security and Land Use under the NDC
Partnership (NDC-P), a country-led, peer-to-peer network for countries and international organizations, to make it a topic of work. An e-dialogue was facilitated by Mongolia and FTA, with the results presented in a side event of UNFCCC COP25 in Madrid.

The work of FTA researchers has also shown the importance of fire as a regulating factor in vegetation distribution patterns. A study has modelled current and future fire regimes in Ethiopia and their influence on natural vegetation (van Breugel et al. 2016). Results show a clear congruence between the distribution patterns of fire and major vegetation types. The study concludes that modifications of fire regimes need to be considered in order to predict the possible effects of climate change.

3 https://ndcpartnership.org/
3. Trees and forests for adaptation to climate change

The work of FTA on the contribution of forests and trees to ecosystem services and their relationships with social systems has also helped build a deeper understanding of forests and adaptation and how trees and forests will be even more important in a context of increased climate variability, to buffer shocks and increase livelihood resilience. Trees as providers of environmental services in multifunctional landscapes are vulnerable to climate change (Jamnadass et al. 2011). The contribution of forests and trees to resilience is related to the importance of biodiversity, at all scales, from gene pools to ecosystems. For more information about work on tree seeds and seedling systems conducted within FTA, see Highlight No. 2 in this series (Graudal et al. 2021). For more information about work on conservation of tree biodiversity and sustainable forest management conducted within FTA, see Highlight No. 3 in this series (Vinceti et al. 2021).

3.1 Ecosystem services for adaptation

The ecosystem products and services provided by forests and trees contribute to local climate regulation in agricultural areas (by supporting water provision and providing shade); regulate temperature in urban areas; protect coastal areas from storms and sea level rise; protect watersheds; and contribute to climate regulation at the regional and continental scale and support the resilience of farming systems and households (van Noordwijk et al. 2011;
Locatelli 2016). They can also contribute to people coping with stress and adapting to changes.

The social-ecological mechanisms and contextual factors that affect how a landscape and its ecosystem services contribute to human well-being were analyzed further by Fedele et al. (2017). They proposed a framework that expanded the ecosystem service cascade to focus more on socioeconomic interactions. They applied this framework to two case studies from Indonesia where local people use forests for timber and other products that help them overcome shortages in food and income during drought and floods. Ecosystem service cascades represent impact chains that can be used to develop a range of indicators to evaluate the impact of land-use changes on human well-being.

These approaches involve the application of integrated ecological, economic and social principles to the transition of smallholder farming systems towards greater resilience (Sinclair et al. 2019). Local agroecological knowledge needs to be mobilized for climate change adaptation, as shown in a study of tree-based options in northern Morocco (Kmoch et al. 2018). The capacity of ecosystems to support social adaptation has been recognized through emerging concepts of ecosystem-based adaptation (EbA) and ecosystem-based disaster risk reduction and adaptation services, which are considered nature-based solutions (Lavorel et al. 2020). These concepts share the central theme that ecosystems — typically, when in good condition — can sustain people’s efforts to adapt to environmental change by regulating risks from climate change and natural hazards, and by providing options for sustaining material and non-material benefits.

Nature’s contributions to human well-being within social-ecological systems have been widely studied using multiple conceptual frameworks, yet there is a growing need to better articulate how both human and nature interactions contribute to quality of life. Bruley et al. (2021) propose the use of the Intergovernmental Platform on Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services (IPBES) conceptual framework through a participatory approach that combines quality-of-life dimensions with an analysis of nature’s contributions to people (NCP) coproduction; this provides an integrated view of social-ecological functioning.
3.2 The role of forests and trees in the water cycle

Trees and forests play a key role in Earth’s water and carbon cycles and, therefore, in the regulation of climate. Forests and trees are linked to rainfall and water availability; they help move water locally and globally; they can cool temperatures locally and globally; and they regulate water supply. The interactions between forests and water and energy cycles provide the foundations for carbon storage, cooling terrestrial surfaces and distributing water resources (Ellison et al. 2017). The role of forests in the water cycle exerts itself at all scales, from the field to local and even regional and continental levels. This contribution to terrestrial water flows and water basins is well known, but a very important effect (through atmospheric fluxes of water) is taken into account much less frequently. FTA is promoting better recognition and integration of these roles in practices and policies.

Agroforestry is part of nature-based water management (van Noordwijk et al. 2019), and forest and landscape restoration has an important influence on water; both are of particular interest and importance to addressing climate change. For more information about work on forest and landscape restoration conducted within FTA, see Highlight No. 4 in this series (Guariguata et al. 2021). At a regional scale in the Andes, FTA reviewed the literature concerning the impacts of forestation on water supply and on hydrological regulation and mitigation of erosion and landslides. The study found that 20 years of tree plantation was sufficient to recover infiltration rates and sediment yield that were close to the levels of native forests, but did not recover organic matter levels (Bonnesoeur et al. 2019).

FTA researchers contributed to the Global Forest Expert Panels initiative of the Collaborative Partnership on Forests (CPF), Forest and Water on a Changing Planet: Vulnerability, Adaptation and Governance Opportunities (Creed and van Noordwijk 2018). This resulted in an in-depth assessment of the current knowledge of the science of water and tree interactions at various levels; the current situation as a basis for a systems response to ongoing change; the determinants of change in the forest-water relationship, and global drivers of change; the effects of changing climate and quantity, quality and pattern of tree cover in forests on the way in which water becomes available for human use and ecosystem integrity; and projections regarding the relationship of forests and water in a changing world.
3.3 Vulnerability assessments of forests and forest-dependent communities

Assessing the vulnerability of forests and forest-dependent people enables practitioners to identify the risks posed by climate change and to develop adaptation options targeted to the most vulnerable areas and people. The vulnerability of a system is a function of its exposure to change, its sensitivity to such change, and its capacity to adapt to it. Vulnerability has many dimensions (environmental, economic, social, political and geographic) that interact in specific locations and contexts (Meybeck et al. 2019).

Building on FTA’s work on ecosystems, social systems and their relationships, FTA researchers have actively participated in the development of methodologies and approaches to carry out vulnerability assessments at various levels.

Several FTA studies have sought to understand the drivers and heterogeneity of vulnerability. Certain populations and sectors are likely to be harder hit, particularly where systems based on natural resources support livelihoods (Paumgarten et al. 2020a). Widayati et al. (2021) assessed local perceptions of climate stressors, adaptation and vulnerability using focus group discussions in Ketapang, West Kalimantan, Indonesia. The main climatic stressors perceived by participants were extreme and unpredictable seasons, fires, and saltwater intrusion, all of which affect ecosystem services and agricultural production. The study (ibid.) notes the importance of considering existing local adaptation strategies and the opportunities for alternative actions within each local context when designing strategies to reduce vulnerability.

In addition, vulnerability is perceived to be due to a bundle of simultaneous threats and to the incomplete responses to those threats, and cannot therefore be seen only as climate vulnerability. The study also shows that vulnerability assessments done at different scales and therefore involving different stakeholders produce both similar and complementary results. The latter for example related to the issue of water availability; the local perception is that climate change will mainly cause irregular water distribution throughout the year, but at the district level there is a concern that climate change and oil palm cultivation together will cause shortages of drinking water for nearby cities.

The climate analog approach identifies locations where the current climate is similar to projected conditions at a particular site of interest. The approach is often considered a valuable tool for projecting climate change impacts and planning for adaptation, especially for complex systems that cannot be
modeled reliably. FTA researchers (Bos et al. 2015) have considered how the approach can be used in vulnerability assessments of agricultural systems. They conclude that it is meaningful only if climate is a dominant driver of the differences between the baseline and analog sites (ibid.). The climate analog approach requires more study to evaluate its suitability for adaptation planning and vulnerability assessment (Luedeling et al. 2013).

Another contribution of FTA has been in the development of decision support tools such as the Capacity-Strengthening Approach to Vulnerability Assessment (CaSA V A) and the Community-based Risk Screening Tool – Adaptation and Livelihoods (CRiSTAL). CaSA V A synthesizes local and scientific knowledge to identify existing livelihood assets (human, social, financial, physical and natural capital) and deficits at multiple landscape scales (Dewi et al. 2013). CRiSTAL Forests, a specialized version of CRiSTAL, aims to provide a logical, user-friendly process to help people better understand the links between climate-related risks, ecosystem services and livelihoods (IISD 2013). These tools have been applied in a range of contexts. Using a participatory approach across levels and genders, Djoudi et al. (2013) explored the vulnerability of livestock- and forest-based livelihoods to climate variability at the former Lake Faguibine, northern Mali, where drastic ecological, political and social changes have occurred. Their results showed that the distribution of vulnerability within livelihoods and groups shifted...
when the ecosystem evolved from a lake to a forest. New vulnerability drivers emerged, related to resource availability and access and power relations. In addition, political interests and psychological barriers hindered the local transition to an equitable and sustainable use of forest products and services.

Bele et al. (2013) worked with two forest communities, Lekié and Yokadouma, in Cameroon, exploring their vulnerability to climate change and their adaptation needs. They concluded that adverse effects were already being felt and exerting considerable stress. Drought, changing seasons, erratic rain patterns, heavy rainfall and strong winds were among the main climate-related disturbances perceived by people. Important social, ecological and economic processes over the past decades seemed to have shaped vulnerability, and some coping and adaptive strategies used before were now outdated. Also in Cameroon, a study of the vulnerability of villages in the Sangha Trinational landscape by Devisscher et al. (2013) created the basis for evaluating future vulnerability and identifying possible adaptation strategies that could be synergistic with mitigation efforts in the Congo region. The participatory assessment showed the dynamic nature of vulnerability, with important social, ecological and economic changes occurring over time, and where competition for productive land and forest resources has degraded forests around the villages and increased the fragility of local livelihoods. Villagers recognized a number of threats that affected their livelihoods, including intense drought, changing seasons and strong winds. Children and the elderly seemed to be the most vulnerable social groups in the villages.

Building on this work FTA collaborated with FAO to prepare a framework methodology that provides practical technical guidance for the assessment of vulnerability of forest and forest-dependent people in the context of climate change (Meybeck et al. 2019). The methodology describes the elements that should be considered for different time horizons, and outlines a structured approach for conducting vulnerability assessments, using various tools and methods. It pays particular attention to the relationships between the diverse causes of vulnerability and to the potential contributions of forests and trees to reducing the vulnerability of populations.

3.4 Vulnerability, adaptation and gender

Gender inequalities, common across most countries in the world, limit women’s access to and control of resources, which can hinder their capacity to adapt to climate change. FTA research has investigated the causes and effects of gender inequalities in communities that depend on forests and agroforestry, in order to inform gender-sensitive decisions on adaptation in the sector.
In forest- and tree-based landscapes, the different cultural, domestic and economic roles that women and men play influence the sets of knowledge they develop (Bee and Sijapati Basnett 2016). In turn, this knowledge affects their varying adaptive capacities and their strategies to face a changing natural resource base (Djoudi and Brockhaus 2011).

Using a livelihood vulnerability index, Su et al. (2019) examined how gender affects climate vulnerability in five prefectures in Yunnan Province, southwest China. Their analysis revealed gender-specific differences in consumption patterns, lifestyles, access to and control of resources, decision-making, and power relations. These differences were in turn linked to levels of vulnerability to climate change. Vulnerability to climate change in female-headed households was most strongly linked to education, health and access to water. They also found that women were largely disenfranchised from local decision-making processes.

An FTA study of the heterogeneity of climate-related risks among rural households in two agroecological zones in South Africa identified distinct patterns of climate-related risks associated with households’ experience of climate hazards, their degree of exposure and vulnerability, and the associated impacts (Paumgarten et al. 2020a). The study reported that the age and gender of the household head affected risks, indicating that responses to climate risks need to account for sociodemographic characteristics. It also provided lessons for the development of local climate change adaptation responses.

FTA research on mitigation/adaptation linkages in Burkina Faso (Djoudi and Brockhaus 2011) compared household adaptive capacities under various forest- and tree-based mitigation strategies. The findings showed that women's adaptive capacities, especially in terms of options for livelihood diversification and secure access rights, were significantly higher in parklands based on indigenous trees (Vitellaria and Parkia) and small-scale restored lands than in monoculture tree plantations. Northern Mali increasingly faces frequent and unpredictable droughts and other climatic variabilities. Research in the region (Djoudi and Brockhaus 2011; Brockhaus et al. 2013; Djoudi et al. 2013) has traced
the effects of these variabilities and the range of adaptation strategies being employed by local communities. One of the key findings is that the strategies adopted by women and men are being determined by gender norms and by ethnic and class relations (Djoudi et al. 2016).

### 3.5 Contribution of forests to increasing livelihood resilience

Forest and trees can play a major role at the global level in reducing climate change. For more information about work on REDD+ combating climate change with forest science conducted within FTA, see Highlight No. 11 in this series (Martius and Duchelle 2021). Forest and trees can also reduce human vulnerability by affecting the three components of vulnerability: exposure, sensitivity and adaptive capacity. For example, forests, trees and agroforestry contribute in multiple forms to food security and nutrition (Gitz et al. 2021), a role that — if appropriately leveraged and preserved — can increase the resilience of households to climate change. Forests contribute to increasing the resilience of forest-dependent people and local communities by providing additional sources of food and extra income from forest products and by providing ecosystem services, which can reduce some of the effects of climate change. For more information about work on food security and nutrition conducted within FTA, see Highlight No. 5 in this series (Ickowitz et al. 2021).

FTA research has shown the role of wild foods in sustaining rural livelihoods by providing food (and nutritional) security, either regularly or on an ad hoc basis (Paumgarten et al. 2018, 2020b), when exploring the nature and prevalence of unanticipated shocks, including natural hazards, experienced by households in two villages in Venda, South Africa. For more information about work on wild meat conducted within FTA, see Highlight No. 6 in this series (Nasi et al. 2021).

Fedele et al. (2016) studied two smallholder-dominated rural landscapes in Indonesia that were affected by floods, drought and disease outbreaks. Their results suggested that forests and trees are important in supporting community resilience and decreasing vulnerabilities to climate-related stresses and climate disasters in various ways, depending on the type of ecosystem service and the phase of the climate hazard (pre-disaster or recovery).

Fodder trees are an important feed source for livestock in a wide range of farming systems and can contribute to increasing the resilience of communities who depend on these systems. A review of the role of fodder trees and shrubs in Africa was carried out by Franzel et al. (2014). They concluded that in addition to contributing to improved meat and milk yields,
most fodder trees are multipurpose, also providing products such as firewood and services such as control of soil erosion. Fodder trees can help farmers adapt to climate change since they are generally more resistant to drought than grass species are and they maintain high protein levels in livestock diet during the dry season. By improving livestock productivity, they also contribute to reducing the methane emissions per unit of output.

According to the findings of Koffi et al. (2017), landscape structure and crop and tree composition were important for rural households’ food security and for people’s ability to cope with crop food shortages in southwest Burkina Faso. Households with empty granaries developed differentiated adaptive strategies according to the composition of their specific landscape (woodlands, cropping areas, parkland matrix). Koffi et al. (2017) also noted that in parkland areas, the households that rely most on tree products could be constrained in their adaptive capacities if their rights to collect food are not recognized.
4. Adaptation practices, from field to landscape

FTA’s main findings on some practices of interest for adaptation range from the field to the landscape level, and from diversification and agroforestry to ecosystem-based adaptation (EbA) and restoration. It is important to consider that, due to the wide range of climatic contexts, ecological systems and affected sectors, there is no universal recipe for designing and implementing adaptation. Unless development interventions consider existing local coping mechanisms and the sustainability of actions in the context of climate change, they can be ineffective or can even disrupt local adaptation efforts and waste opportunities for sustainable long-term development (Brockhaus et al. 2013).

4.1 Agroforestry for adaptation in the field and beyond

Farmers and farming communities in various countries are adopting measures that increase agricultural diversity in order to cope with climate change and its impacts. These climate-smart agriculture measures include cultivation of a larger number of species and overall farm diversification; introduction of better adapted crops and varieties and livestock animals and breeds; and integration of trees and shrubs into production systems (López-Noriega et al. 2017). For example, Brockhaus et al. (2013) found that at the former Lake Faguibine in northern Mali (where the ecosystem evolved from a lake to a forest), most local strategies to cope with drastic ecological, social and economic changes were based on diversification of
income sources of households, including through partial and/or temporary migration within the livestock production system or complementary to it, with differences according to gender, age and ethnicity. By altering the microclimate, agroforestry practices can protect systems from shifting temperatures and precipitation variation, and from strong winds associated with storms (van Noordwijk et al. 2014; Sinclair et al. 2017). Agroforestry also supports the provision of ecosystem services that contribute to increasing systems’ resilience to climate change (van Noordwijk 2019). In places where agroforestry is practised, there is greater habitat diversity to support organisms such as native pollinators and beneficial insects (Schoeneberger et al. 2012). Other co-benefits of agroforestry include enhanced nutrient cycling, integrated pest management, and increased resistance of trees to diseases, which additionally protect farm production. Agroforestry also has high potential to fulfil commitments set out in Nationally Determined Contributions (NDCs) and to reduce greenhouse gas emissions from agriculture (Duguma et al. 2017).
A recent article revisited early agroforestry research on agro climate, tree phenology and microclimate modifications induced by trees, and assessed the progress made and the remaining gaps (van Noordwijk et al. 2021). The review concluded that agroforestry can contribute to climate change adaptation in four ways: (1) reversal of negative trends in diverse tree cover as a generic portfolio risk management strategy; (2) targeted, strategic shifts in resource capture (e.g. light, water) to adjust to changing conditions (e.g. lower or more variable rainfall, higher temperatures); (3) vegetation-based influences on rainfall patterns; and/or (4) adaptive, tactical management of tree-crop interactions based on weather forecasts for the (next) growing season (van Noordwijk et al. 2021, 17).

Agroforestry is also a type of intensification and diversification strategy — by integrating tree products that may be consumed or sold, such as fruit, nuts, timber, firewood and fodder, and through which trees can sustainably intensify smallholder farming systems through interactions with other components (Sinclair et al. 2017). McMullin et al. (2021) looked at which interventions are most successful for diversifying farming systems with orphan crops, including orphan tree crops. Both production-oriented (e.g. seed supply) and consumption-oriented (e.g. nutrition education) interventions have been shown to be important, but coordinated testing of both types of intervention together was rare, representing a current gap in knowledge. Thorlakson and Neufeldt (2012) studied how agroforestry can help subsistence farmers reduce their vulnerability to climate change in western Kenya. They found that agroforestry improves households’ general standard of living through enhancement of productivity, increase in off-farm incomes, and providing coping strategies to help households during exposure to climate-related hazards. Agroforestry also provides substantial labour savings to women by reducing the time spent on fuelwood collection.

In East Africa, where most parts of the region would be expected to become drier in the next decades, Dawson et al. (2014) discussed issues relevant to agroforestry interventions to support livestock keeping, which included the planting of mostly exotic fodder trees. They concluded that wider cultivation and improved management of fodder trees provide adaptation and mitigation opportunities in the region, but that these opportunities are generally not well quantified. There are clear opportunities for increasing productivity and resilience through diversification, genetic improvement, improved farm-input delivery and better modelling of future scenarios.

A key role of trees in agroforestry is to provide shade to underlying or intercropped plants, but such shading needs to be optimal (and must consider
location and time of day). The role of trees in livestock farming systems for multiple objectives, such as fodder and shade, is further discussed in Highlight No.7 in this series (Somarriba et al. 2021). The FTA innovation ShadeMotion (Somarriba et al. 2020, 2021), interactive web-based software, was designed to quickly explore various tree-planting configurations and combinations of species to help farmers and extension staff decide on the best agroforestry designs for specific contexts. It has proven to be a handy tool for teaching agroforestry at all levels, from farmer field schools to universities. It can also support the design of measures and systems to adapt to climate change through planting shade trees. Changes in the environment due to the adoption of agroforestry practices for adapting to climate change may also influence human health. In sub-Saharan Africa, Rosenstock et al. (2019) concluded that agroforestry is likely to improve a diverse range of pressing health concerns by increasing food and nutrition security through improved water management, nutrient cycling, biodiversity and economic stability.

FTA’s research on agroforestry and agroecology shows that complex and diverse systems that include trees are more resilient to climate variability and change. For instance, the persistence of agriculture systems in the Sahel and the Mediterranean drylands is largely grounded in the buffering function of trees, including soil protection (Bayala et al. 2019). FTA was commissioned to write a background paper for the Global Commission on Adaptation (GCA) on the contribution of agroecological approaches to building climate resilient agriculture (Sinclair et al. 2019). This resulted in agroecological practices becoming an explicit feature of the overall GCA report.
4.2 Adaptation of tree crop plantations

FTA researchers have conducted extensive and diverse research on climate change impacts and on potential adaptation measures for coffee and cacao. For instance, FTA explored the impacts of climate change on the coffee value chain in northeast Peru and the potential strategies of actors (Robiglio et al. 2017). The study estimated that between 13% and 40% of the area where coffee is currently cultivated will not continue to be suitable and that alternatives to coffee cultivation will need to be developed in these areas. The study also estimated that respectively 85% of producers will need to implement incremental adaptation measures and 45% will need to implement systemic adaptation measures (ibid.).

De Sousa et al. (2019) considered potential adaptation measures for coffee and cocoa in Mesoamerica. They show that changing the composition of tree species in agroforestry systems may be the best approach to adapting most of the coffee and cocoa production areas, and that cocoa could potentially become an alternative in most of the coffee-vulnerable areas. An illustrated manual for cocoa farmers was developed by CATIE to help farmers optimize their shade canopy given their specific context and production system through a five-step diagnosis method (Somarriba-Chavez et al. 2011; Somarriba 2018). The Shade Tree Advice tool is based on the collection of local knowledge. It was developed for the coffee and cocoa systems of Uganda and Ghana to inform and facilitate choices of shade trees according to local conditions and farmer preferences, with the aim of maximizing the provision of ecosystem services. It is now being extended to other farming systems and geographical areas (van der Wolf et al. 2019).
FTA work on the adaptation of natural rubber builds on its work on rubber agroforestry systems (Penot et al. 2017) and on the sustainability of rubber systems (Kenney-Lazar et al. 2018; Gitz et al. 2020). In 2020 FTA — with the International Rubber Study Group, the International Rubber Research and Development Board, and the French Agricultural Research Centre for International Development — organized a digital workshop on natural rubber systems and climate change (Pinizzotto et al. 2021a). The purpose of the workshop was to review the available knowledge in order to identify knowledge gaps and develop recommendations for action. The workshop showed some of the main impacts of climate change. In some regions longer dry seasons and more variable precipitation threaten the survival of young plants. Abnormal rains can also disrupt rubber tapping. The distribution of pests and diseases is also changing, with more severe impacts. All these changes could drive a shift in climatically favourable areas. Three types of adaptation measures can be mobilized: management practices (such as partial irrigation of young plants or use of rain guards, and monitoring and early intervention on pests); breeding; and medium-term planning of plantation renewals, for the subsequent rotation. FTA and its partners are now bringing these findings to the attention of decision makers, with two papers on adaptation and on mitigation for the XV World Forestry Congress in Seoul; and a policy brief calling for better integration of the rubber sector in the implementation of climate change-related policies and actions (Pinizzotto et al. 2021b).
4.3 Adaptation in the landscape: towards ecosystem-based adaptation (EbA)

It is at the landscape level that the various contributions of forests and trees to the resilience of ecosystems, human settlements and livelihoods to disasters and to climate change can best be assessed and improved. Drawing on a large range of case studies, predominantly from the dry, humid and subhumid tropics across the world, the ICRAF book *Climate-Smart Landscapes: Multifunctionality In Practice* provides directly applicable knowledge while also noting the key issues that require further work (Minang et al. 2015).

Forest and land restoration is covered in Highlight 4 in this series (Guariguata et al. 2021). In general, land and forest restoration, as part of the restoration of ecosystem services and ecosystem resilience, is essential to climate change adaptation and to reducing the vulnerability of forest-dependent communities (Pramova et al. 2012b). At the same time, planning for restoration needs to take future climate into account (Pramova et al. 2019). In this context, the suitability studies mentioned above are particularly important, given that trees’ lifetimes can span decades or even centuries. Forest- and tree-based
restoration interventions require knowledge of the suitability and origin of seed sources and planting material. In light of accelerating climate change, it may be prudent to supplement local seed provenances with climate-matched provenances, where seeds originate from sites whose current climate conditions are similar to those anticipated in the future at the planting site. Restoration practitioners usually do not have access to the necessary information to implement such climate-smart seed sourcing.

Fremout et al. (2021) combined genetic data with spatial environmental data for 11 socioeconomically important tree species of the tropical dry forests of Colombia to inform the delineation of dynamic seed zones for the restoration of this highly threatened ecosystem. They proposed a set of 36 provisional seed zones that are applicable across species and dynamic under climate change, based on the clustering of environmental data and geographical coordinates.

Ecosystem-based adaptation (EbA) is being promoted by FTA as a key approach for conserving ecosystem services and reducing vulnerability. EbA encompasses adaptation strategies that explicitly value the roles of ecosystems (and ecosystem services) in adaptation to climate change across sectors and scales (Pramova et al. 2012, 2020). Therefore, forests and trees are central components of EbA.

In a study to evaluate the contributions of EbA practices to the water-energy-food (WEF) nexus balance, Muthee et al. (2021) designed practical pathways and identified barriers to achieving this balance. They analyzed data collected from 50 community forests spread across three regions in The Gambia. They established 14 priority EbA practices and categorized them into four major groups (forest and tree development, climate-smart farming, nature-based solutions, and water resource development) based on their application similarities. Duguma et al. (2020) looked at EbA practices based on community preferences, gender choices, values and incentives, and potential enablers and barriers, and also reviewed policy and institutional frameworks. They studied the importance of the perceived benefits of various EbA practices. The project restored 1,861 ha of degraded land: 1,400 ha of protected areas, 400 ha of agroforestry farmlands and 61 ha of degraded school lands. It was part of a broader intervention, with data collection in additional communities, capacity building, and curriculum development support provided to the University of the Gambia. It also helped to build strong political will and societal ownership, as shown by the adoption of the tree cover resolution of Banjul, with the participation of three ministers and 100 delegates.

---

4 A seed zone is an area within which plant materials can be transferred with little risk of being poorly adapted to their new location.
New national planning initiatives, such as national adaptation plans (NAPs), offer opportunities for integrated approaches. As an example, Fiji’s NAP recommends prioritizing ecosystem-based adaptation; for instance, to reduce shoreline erosion or provide storm protection.
5. Enabling adaptation

The contribution of forests and trees to both adaptation and mitigation is linked to, and depends on, policies in numerous sectors: in the forest sector of course, but also in land planning, water management, energy, transport, urban and peri-urban development and agriculture.

5.1 Genetic resources: conservation, characterization and breeding for adaptation-relevant traits

An important research area of FTA deals with tree genetic resources. Evaluating, conserving, testing and using genetic diversity is vital for ensuring the future production of goods and environmental services from trees, especially under climate change (Alfaro et al. 2014). For more information about work on tree seeds and seedling systems conducted within FTA, see Highlight No. 2 in this series (Graudal et al. 2021).

FTA scientists have analyzed the state of knowledge of the impacts of climate change on tree genetic resources and the implications for actions in a smallholder setting (Dawson et al. 2011). The study proposed facilitating translocation of environmentally-matched germplasm across appropriate geographic scales; increasing the effective population sizes of tree stands through
the promotion of pollinators and other farm management interventions; and using of a wider range of “plastic” species and populations for planting. The barriers identified by the study at the time (ibid.), and that remain current, include limitations in the international exchange of tree seeds and seedlings, and the absence of well-functioning delivery systems.

New and orphan crops are novel or traditional crops that — although important to consumers and farmers — are neglected by mainstream research and businesses because they are not well known or are perceived as underperforming. FTA research has explored which traits and features of tree orphan crops need to be improved genetically to support their integration into farming systems, in order to diversify and to increase resilience in the context of climate change. The key traits were found to be those that allow effective integration into existing production system niches, those related to the increased processability of tree products, and those related to labour costs (Dawson et al. 2018, 2019).

Studying the diversity and distribution of crop wild relatives (CWRs) could contribute to developing conservation strategies for future climate conditions. Gonzalez-Orozco et al. (2020) aimed to improve the collection of cacao CWRs in Colombia, where threats to cacao cultivation include diseases, extreme climate variability and change, and deforestation. They mapped biogeographic patterns of species diversity and endemism, and mapped cacao CWR climate suitability. They also attempted to understand the spatial biodiversity of cacao CWR at the national and regional levels. They proposed germplasm collection and habitat protection strategies for cacao CWRs in Colombia.

As the current rate of climate change is typically more rapid than natural tree migration rates, tree seed sourcing should encompass methods of human-assisted geneflow and assisted migration. The AlleleShift R package (Kindt 2021), developed under FTA, predicts how climate change would modify the frequencies of alleles that are associated with adaptive traits, such as to conditions of drought or extreme temperatures. AlleleShift R, used in tandem with outcomes of species suitability modelling as described above (ibid.), can inform the design of tree seed sourcing programmes by selecting specimens that are better adapted or more suitable to future climates, making sure that source populations have the required genomic composition.

A sustainable supply of diverse high-quality tree germplasm (seeds, cuttings and other propagules) is fundamental to the success of tree-based systems (Lillesø et al. 2011; Lillesø et al. 2018). Providing the means for this supply
will be fundamental for adapting ecosystems to climate change. In 2011 Dawson et al. explored how tree seed systems needed to change to address climate change concerns (Dawson et al. 2011). They indicated that at a macro scale better networking was required between national tree seed centres to disperse seed to appropriate planting environments. This effort would then link up with more local networked suppliers. They estimated that the rate of change in some regions would be so large that this macro intervention was likely to be needed (Dawson et al. 2011). Those recommendations are still valid to date, as are those of Nyoka et al. (2014), who reviewed tree seed and seedling supply systems in sub-Saharan Africa, Asia and Latin America. They found that across these regions some systems did not efficiently meet farmers’ demands and environmental expectations in terms of productivity and species and genetic diversity. Quality control systems for germplasm were rare, and appreciation of the value of tree germplasm of high genetic quality was low. To enhance the use of high-quality germplasm, there is a need to demonstrate the value of using it and to raise awareness of germplasm quality among farmers and policymakers. For those wanting to know more, the work of FTA on seed and seedling systems is further developed in Highlight 2 in this series (Graudal et al. 2021).
5.2 Institutional frameworks

FTA has contributed to the understanding of the institutional settings that enable adaptation, in various contexts and at various scales. The relationship between governance and adaptive capacity at the local scale was explored in the work of Brockhaus et al. (2012). Using a comparative analysis of case studies undertaken earlier in Burkina Faso and Mali, they characterized and assessed the effects of a set of factors and indicators related to two core variables: institutional flexibility; and understanding and perceptions (both individual and organizational). They found that perceptions of climate change and of potential adaptation are influenced to a high degree by specific narratives and discourses; for instance, on mobility versus sedentarization or on the potential of technology fixes. This limits the capacity to explore potential solutions and can impede action. Revealing the ideological character of discourses can help enable adaptive capacity, as it reduces the influence of the actors who employ these discourses for their own interests. Most interviewees across all levels also reported horizontal and vertical coordination of adaptation activities as a key challenge.

Locatelli et al. (2020) looked at information flows and collaborations among 76 key actors in climate change policy in Peru. They identified actors who could connect adaptation and mitigation subdomains. Their results showed a concentration of influence in national government actors, particularly in the mitigation subdomain, and the isolation of actor groups that matter for policy implementation, such as the private sector and subnational actors. They also noted the predominance of mitigation over adaptation and the existence of actors who are well positioned to broker relationships between the subdomains.

The concept of an integrated landscape approach to land-use management has received growing interest in the last decade in the scientific literature as a way to reconcile multiple — and often competing — objectives: nature conservation, food production, poverty alleviation, climate change mitigation, sustainable management of natural resources, and sustainable development. FTA researchers have been particularly active in this area (Sayer et al. 2013; Reed et al. 2016; Minang et al. 2015). From a forest and forestry perspective, a landscape approach enables a better understanding of the relationship between forests and other land uses within the landscape. Landscape-scale analysis enhances understanding of the contributions of forests and trees to the broader landscape via ecosystem goods and services (HLPE 2017). Such analysis can help identify the various drivers of tree-cover changes, which have been described along a forest transition curve (CIFOR
2013), and can help recognize the implications of maintaining, restoring or depleting forest cover. A landscape approach thus stimulates a more holistic consideration of forests and forestry as integral components of the sustainable development of a specific area. FTA adopts a broad perspective, characterizing landscape approaches in the following way: “As it relates to agriculture, forestry and other land uses, and to the livelihoods they sustain, the landscape approach transcends traditional management and governance boundaries, seeking to provide tools and concepts to identify, understand and address a complex set of environmental, social and political challenges, and to enable evidence-based and inclusive prioritization, decision-making and implementation” (FTA n.d., 1). Climate change creates additional constraints to landscape approaches, both directly (through reduced production potential) and indirectly (through additional demands for bioenergy and carbon sequestration and to support the adaptation of human settlements, activities and livelihoods). At the same time climate change strategies and plans can create new opportunities to develop and sustain landscape approaches that
fully integrate forests and trees. There is increasing recognition of the need to consider landscapes as a level of implementation for climate mitigation policies (Bernard et al. 2013), with examples of jurisdictional approaches to REDD+ in particular (Boyd et al. 2018). Many national adaptation plans either explicitly integrate subnational planning or integrate the possibility of having actions that are subnational (Meybeck et al. 2020).

The capacity and willingness of actors to invest in adaptation depend on multiple factors, many of which in turn depend on legal and institutional national frameworks. Ownership, tenure and access rights affect incentives for the long-term and sustainable management of forests and trees and the resources and ecosystem services they provide. Of particular importance are the duration, stability and protection of tenure and use rights against encroachment by other actors, as well as good governance. For more information about work on governing forests, agroforestry and trees for delivering on the SDGs conducted within FTA, see Highlight No. 14 in this series (Minang et al. 2021a). A survey of forest managers almost a decade ago showed that even though they perceived natural and planted forests as being at risk from climate change effects, they were reluctant to invest in adaptation, given the other major drivers of forest loss and degradation (Guariguata et al. 2012).

Agroforestry is itself an adaptation strategy (Sinclair et al. 2017), but adoption of agroforestry often encounters multiple administrative barriers. In 2014, India, with technical support from FTA and national research organizations, was the first country in the world to adopt a national agroforestry policy; this removed several bottlenecks from the policies of agriculture, forestry, water and environment, and promoted an integrated land-use system. With the support of the Climate Technology Centre and Network, together with the World Agroforestry Centre (ICRAF), and in line with its Nationally Determined Contribution (NDC), Nepal developed its agroforestry policy, published in 2019. The Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) has developed agroforestry guidelines, and several countries in Asia, Africa and the Caribbean are working on their policies/strategies.

National adaptation strategies and plans, because they are economy wide, provide considerable opportunities to establish the enabling environment for the adaptation of forests and trees and to strengthen their contribution to the adaptation of other sectors. FTA is supporting countries in these efforts. Pramova et al. (2012a) assessed the extent to which ecosystem services had been considered in National Adaptation Programmes of Action (NAPAs), established in 2001 for least developed countries to address their most urgent
needs. The importance of ecosystem services was acknowledged in more than 50% of the NAPAs, with forests and trees cited most often. Approximately 22% of the proposed projects in the NAPAs included activities related to ecosystem services. The study (ibid.) concludes by encouraging users to adopt a broader perspective towards ecosystem-based adaptation.

All developing countries are now preparing a National Adaptation Plan (NAP). The NAP process was established under the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) for developing countries to identify medium- and long-term adaptation needs and address those needs. The process offers new opportunities to better integrate forests, trees and agroforestry in national adaptation policies and measures. FTA, with FAO, has prepared the co-publication Addressing Forestry and Agroforestry in National Adaptation Plans: Supplementary guidelines (Meybeck et al. 2020), which provides technical guidance on integrating forests, agroforestry and trees in the formulation and implementation of NAPs. It is grounded in an analysis of previously published NAPs. Given that the process is generally conducted by sectors that reflect the organization in line ministries, the publication provides recommendations on interacting with other sectors. The publication is available in English, French and Spanish and soon will be available in Arabic. It has been actively promoted during climate change events, and served as the basis for capacity building as part of a training session organized by the Asian Forest Cooperation Organization.

---

5 https://doi.org/10.4060/ch1203en.
7 Cómo abordar la silvicultura y la agroforestería en los Planes Nacionales de Adaptación: Directrices complementarias. https://doi.org/10.4060/ch1203es.
6. Contribution to global narratives

FTA is using its research findings in various regions to contribute to global narratives and inform climate change negotiations and policymaking. It has contributed to major policy-relevant scientific reports, including IPCC and IUFRO reports as well as those of the Climate Adaptation Commission.

It is noteworthy that FTA was recognized for having brought a gender perspective to global policy processes related to climate change; FTA was invited to provide capacity building on gender issues for UNFCCC. Following the organization by FTA, with the Center for People and Forests (RECOFTC), of a side event on gender and climate finance at COP25, FTA was invited to provide capacity building on gender mainstreaming to the Governors’ Climate & Forests Task Force. FTA’s research on gender and climate finance in Indonesia (Atmadja et al. 2020; Liswanti et al. 2020) was also shared at the Asia Pacific Ministerial Conference on the Beijing+25 Review (2019).

6.1 Synergies and trade-offs between adaptation and mitigation

Since its inception, FTA has provided, through its climate adaptation and mitigation programme, evidence of the potential of forests, agroforestry and

---

trees to contribute to both adaptation and mitigation, and has analyzed their synergies and trade-offs. Trade-offs may exist when mitigation actions are not conducive to adaptation, either of the forests themselves (which is likely to undermine the sustainability of mitigation/carbon sequestration), or of livelihoods; for instance, if mitigation/carbon sequestration negatively affects land uses or land rights. FTA’s work is increasingly informing global debates. Structured, sequenced, iterative adaptation implementation pathways should enable people to appropriately decide on and manage trade-offs and synergies with mitigation.

Lavorel et al. (2020) have proposed an analytical framework that teases apart trade-offs and co-benefits according to different human-derived capital along three steps of co-production. A review by Locatelli et al. (2015) explored the opportunities and trade-offs when managing landscapes for both climate change mitigation and adaptation. They noted various conceptualizations of the links between adaptation and mitigation. In an effort to assess how adaptation and mitigation were carried out in the land management sector, Duguma et al. (2014a) suggested that more emphasis be laid on complementarity — mitigation projects that provide adaptation co-benefits and vice versa — rather than on synergy. Going beyond complementarity, synergy should emphasize functionally sustainable landscape systems in which adaptation and mitigation are optimized as part of multiple functions. Duguma et al. (2014a) argued that seeking co-benefits (complementarity) was a necessary but insufficient step towards addressing synergies.

Using their synergy score analysis, Pavageau et al. (2013), compared enabling conditions for synergies between adaptation and mitigation among countries. They found that a significant number of developing countries (51%) exhibited positive actions towards synergy. Among developing countries, middle-income countries had strong synergy potentials compared to low- and high-income countries. National committees and bodies addressing climate change and joint programmes at the national and subnational levels were prevalent indicators, while unified climate policies and submission of a Nationally Appropriate Mitigation Action (NAMA), REDD+ Readiness Preparation Proposal and NAPA were the least prevalent in developing countries.

Another study that assessed the enabling conditions for synergies at the national level in developing countries found that despite the relative infancy of the synergy concept, about half of the countries studied exhibited good synergy potential, 80% of which were middle-income developing countries. Emerging economies possessed strong synergy potential, which might be associated with better capacity being available and/or potential for shaping
their global images due to their growing emissions (Duguma et al. 2014b). This analytical framework was applied by Ngum et al. (2019) to look at efforts made by the Government of Cameroon and other stakeholders to promote synergies between climate change mitigation and adaptation. The authors concluded that policies, laws, strategies and institutional arrangements relevant to promoting an integrated approach to climate change were insufficient in Cameroon, but that some promising projects and activities existed that harnessed great potential for synergies. They also suggested possible options for promoting these synergies (ibid.).

There have also been FTA studies of synergies at the local level. For example, in the Shinyanga and Simiyu regions, Tanzania, a range of practices combining traditional methods and modern agroforestry techniques, studied over several years, showed synergies at the local level. The approach, using the traditional ngitili system of regulated grazing, ensured the multifunctionality of the landscapes in providing mitigation, adaptation, development and conservation benefits. Its success was due to multistakeholder engagement through institutional collaborations, long-term investments by financial agencies, use of local practices and new knowledge in the implementation scheme, and ownership of the local communities in restoration efforts (Duguma et al. 2013, 2019).

FTA researchers considered the potential impacts and social return on investment of integrating adaptation into REDD+ initiatives in Indonesia and the Philippines (Pramova et al. 2013a, 2013b). Building on lessons learned from these studies, Pramova and Locatelli (2013) prepared a guidebook on integrating community-based adaptation into REDD+ projects.

Mangroves are an emblematic example of the adaptation/mitigation synergies that forests and trees can provide to climate action (GCA 2020). Coastal blue carbon ecosystems — including mangroves, tidal marshes and seagrass meadows — are an important part of the global carbon cycle. They provide a wide range of ecosystem services that underpin coastal livelihoods and support adaptation to climate change, including habitat and food chain support for many species of commercial fish, nutrient recycling, shoreline stabilization, storm protection and reducing the intensity of floods. These ecosystem services provide the basis for the development of interventions that conserve and restore coastal wetlands for climate change mitigation and adaptation. The document Guiding principles for delivering coastal wetland carbon projects (UNEP and CIFOR 2014) provides knowledge-based guidance for a range of interventions, including policy actions, adjusted

---

10 Blue carbon is the carbon stored in marine and coastal ecosystems.,
management actions or project-based investments that lead to improved coastal wetlands for climate change mitigation and adaptation. Consideration was given to including coastal wetland management under existing and evolving mechanisms, such as REDD+ and NAMAs. This guidance supports policymakers, coastal management practitioners and civil society organizations in designing projects and activities in coastal wetlands that synergize adaptation and mitigation objectives.

Healthy mangrove vegetation growing along the riverside in Berahan Kulon, Indonesia.

Photo by Aulia Erlangga/CIFOR-ICRAF
6.2 Synergies and trade-offs between climate action and the SDGs

FTA research has emphasized the need to jointly consider adaptation and sustainable development and the key contribution that forests and trees can make to this perspective (CIFOR 2013, 2016). Van Noordwijk et al. (2015) noted that adaptation is even more urgent than had so far been accepted, and is closely related to broader development goals. To achieve this, further institutional space for integral “all-land-uses” approaches is needed (van Noordwijk et al. 2018). Most countries that have integrated an adaptation component in their nationally determined contribution (NDC) have defined a long-term goal or vision to guide it. These goals are closely intertwined with development objectives such as poverty eradication, economic development or improvement of living standards, security and human rights; in some cases, they explicitly mention the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) (Meybeck et al. 2020).

The recognition and valorization of the climate and non-climate co-benefits of adaptation in National Adaptation Plans (NAPs) can drive wider support among national stakeholders and extend its reach across sectors and scales (Crumpler and Meybeck 2020). Sinclair et al. (2019) focused on the role that agroecological approaches can play in making food systems more agile in adapting to climate change as planetary boundaries are reached and exceeded, with a focus on the field and the farm scales, but also recognizing key interactions with the landscape and food-system scales. They show (ibid.) how agroecological practices on farms can enable adaptation, and what is required to scale these practices up to levels capable of reconciling SDG 2, to end hunger, with SDG 15, to do so while enhancing rather than further depleting natural capital.

For a long time, most international funding for climate action was specialized, aiming strictly for climate action and either for mitigation or adaptation. Co-benefits were not considered or could even play against a project, giving the impression that a project was trying to attract climate finance for business-as-usual development. Things are now changing. The Green Climate Fund (GCF), the largest international climate fund, aims at allocating resources evenly between mitigation and adaptation. It has two results areas that are particularly relevant for forests: forest and land use (under mitigation), and ecosystems (under adaptation), and it looks at them together under cross-cutting mitigation and adaptation projects. FTA has developed an increasingly productive partnership with the fund to contribute to conceptual work (on
sectoral guidance) and project development. FTA’s findings and experience have been mobilized to develop GCF initiatives in Rwanda and other African countries in collaboration with IUCN. They also ground collaboration with the Governments of The Gambia and Sri Lanka to implement GCF projects and to achieve large-scale ecosystem-based adaptation in community forestry management and country climate action readiness, respectively.
7. Moving forward

A lot has changed in the last decade regarding the recognition of the need to adapt to climate change while still trying to reduce human-caused climate change. After many years of international climate negotiations putting the emphasis on mitigation, UNFCCC COP16 in Cancun, in 2010, gave more importance to adaptation. A series of key decisions included the creation of the NAP process and the Adaptation Committee and the fact that the Green Climate Fund would finance mitigation and adaptation equally. The reports of the IPCC (e.g. IPCC 2014b) have confirmed that there are major risks for ecosystems, rural livelihoods and food security, insisting on the need to adapt even if drastic mitigation action has been successful. The Paris Agreement established a global goal on adaptation for enhanced adaptive capacity, strengthening resilience and reducing vulnerability to climate change. The Glasgow Climate Pact urges Parties to further integrate adaptation measures into local, national and regional planning. There is also increasing interest in “nature-based solutions” to climate change, which can also support mitigation and adaptation synergies. Revisiting the last 10 years of FTA’s work — and its initial framing of adaptation, its emphasis on ecosystems and social systems, its work on ecosystem-based adaptation, and on the need to consider synergies and trade-offs between adaptation and mitigation as well as with other sustainable development objectives — one can only be impressed by its actuality. There is now a clear need and demand for adaptation solutions, including those provided by forests, trees and agroforestry, as shown in numerous NDCs and NAPs. Having delivered on its program, FTA and its
partners are thus particularly well positioned to support governments and other actors in the design and implementation of adaptation plans and measures that integrate forests, trees and agroforestry at the national, sectoral and landscape levels.

With the increasing realization of the changing climate and of the urgency to act come pressing demands for further research. As noted by the first evaluation of FTA more information is needed on the impacts of climate change on ecosystems, especially on the most vulnerable ecosystems and people (CGIAR-IEA 2014). This statement is still true and calls for innovative methods to monitor ecosystems, including natural ecosystems, and to give voice to vulnerable populations, associating Indigenous Peoples and local knowledge with modern technologies. There is also a considerable need and demand for ways to better integrate adaptation to climate change in restoration activities. As shown above there are methods and tools available to do so.

Adaptation planning and projects require the long-term involvement of a range of actors and their engagement in multistakeholder dialogues on the future of a sector or a landscape. The NAP process offers the opportunity to conduct such dialogues. Discussions between actors with different, often conflicting, perspectives can be greatly facilitated by a shared understanding of the issues at stake, with reliable down-scaled climate projections as well as tools to facilitate the understanding and monitoring of the relationships between different elements and dimensions of ecosystems and social systems. Such information will be particularly needed to go beyond incremental adaptation and agree on different futures, especially in situations that may require transformative adaptation. An integrative research framework is needed for enabling transformative adaptation (Colloff et al. 2017).

Adaptation, being very context specific, and because it requires understanding, depicting and anticipating future conditions and changes and their implications, is very knowledge intensive. It is also a relatively new field of research. It has to integrate findings from a context that is itself changing. A lot can be learned from the research conducted in other (not primarily climate-related) domains. This can help people understand the impacts of climate change on ecosystems and social systems and can support adaptation, including on genetic resources and governance, for instance. There is, however, a need to further aggregate this knowledge and make it accessible to actors in ways by which it can inform decision-making processes for adaptation. This requires having clear strategic orientations that are grounded in the identification of stakeholders’ needs at various levels, with
effective monitoring of the impacts of climate change on ecological and social systems and of the effects of adaptation measures, with periodic feedback loops to integrate both additional findings and additional questions. At the national and subnational level such mechanisms could be linked to the NAP process. FTA has developed databases, tools and methods. More assessment is needed of the changes in natural forests and in managed ecosystems. There is for instance a lack of long-term phenology records to analyze tree biological responses across a wide range of species to climate variability and change, of measurement of adaptation (including the contribution of forestry to the adaptation of other sectors, quantification of co-benefits, and cost-benefit analysis of adaptation actions), and of methods to identify and manage potential trade-offs. Adaptation will also require designing innovative ways to facilitate exchanges between actors and scientists to allow knowledge exchange, integration of lessons learned and learning loops at appropriate levels, whether national, landscape or value chain. A combination of long-term, place-based research, cross cutting analysis and an option-by-context approach can help to address the difficult challenge of facilitating knowledge transfer in different situations and contexts, and can facilitate links between local, national and global perspectives and actors, to fuel a commonly shared action agenda in different geographies.
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